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When Choral Pepper, Editor of DESERT MAGAZINE, joined the latest Erie Stanley Gardner expedition
into Baja California, she little realized she would be flying in helicopters over literally unexplored
country. Nor did she realize that readers would demand far more material on the expedition than she
could possibly crowd into five instalments in the magazine. Here is a book that is a detailed account
of these modern-day adventures—the story of the first helicopter ever to be seen in Santa Rosalia, in
Mulege, in San Ignacio . . . the story of exploring hidden canyons where no human has set foot to ground
in modern times.
$8.95
Other books of adventure by Erie Stanley Gardner:

HUNTING LOST MINES BY HELICOPTER $7.50
THE WORLD OF WATER
$5.00
HOVERING OVER BAJA
THE DESERT IS YOURS
$7.50
HUNTING THE DESERT WHALE
THE HIDDEN HEART OF BAJA
$7.50
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Letters from our Readers
THE COVER

With Old Man Winter refusing to leave the desert areas we
are beginning to wonder if there will be any wildflowers this
year. Just to remind you what they look like, however, the
cover is Wild Heliotrope and Poppies by Chuck Abbott, Tucson,
Arizona. Chuck took the photograph near Clifton, Arizona
last spring.
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Books reviewed may be ordered
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Order Department, Palm Desert,
California 92260. Please include
25c for handling. California residents must add 4 % sales tax.
Enclose payment with order.
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OFF THE BEATEN TRACK IN BAJA
By Erie Stanley Gardner
Books written by Erie Stanley Gardner
have outsold those written by any other
author in the world today. His Perry
Mason mysteries and those written under
the pen name of A. A. Fair have been
translated into almost every foreign language. Less well-known are the non-fiction books in which he recounts his personal adventures in the exploration of
Baja California and western desert regions. Off the Beaten Track in Baja
comes as the eighth in this series.
All Gardner adventure books feature
the same cast as far as the writer's traveling companions are concerned, although
in this book they play a minor role. Long,
rangy Sam Hicks is along with his backcountry know-how, pretty Jean Bethell is
there with her steno pad and typewriter,
J. W. Black has invented a new vehicle
already introduced to readers of DESERT
Magazine who followed editor Choral
Pepper's account of the adventure on these
pages, and Ricardo Castillo, Bruce Barron and Doug Allen, also familiar names
to DESERT readers, were party to the
latest Baja Adventure.
Gardner writes of his camps with genuine feeling. Smoke from mesquite literally scents the pages and, as you read, you
will find yourself unwinding and relaxing
with "Uncle Erie". How he loves to camp!
This account is written with such a sense
of intimacy that you feel Gardner's great
personality and warmth as strongly as
though you were there. It is a wonderful
book—one you wish wouldn't end when
you turn the last page.
Traveling by 4-wheel drive vehicles,
Grasshopper and helicopter, Gardner and
his friends intrude upon remote ranches
which never before have been visited by
an outsider. They meet children and adults
who never before have seen a stranger.
Yet always Gardner and his companions
are greeted by their astonished hosts with
dignity and made to feel welcome.
Accompanying the expedition is Mexico's foremost archaeologist, Dr. Carlos
Margain of Mexico City. With him Gardned revisits the fantastic painted caves he
discovered and wrote about in The Hidden
Heart of Baja as well as new ones, all of
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which are illustrated in both full color
and black and white so the reader, too,
can try to solve the mystery of these
unique Baja pictographs.
The country covered in the book isn't
entirely remote, however. Gardner writes
of the better known resorts of northern
' and central Baja, including Dixon Collin's
magificent new hotel at Punta Chivato
north of Mulege. This is one of the reasons why Off the Beaten Track in Baja
will be the most popular of Gardner's
Baja books. In spite of the fact Gardner
did much of his exploring by helicopter,
a craft not available to the average Baja
traveler, most of the country was covered
in land vehicles and his base camps were
usually located near towns served by
Captain Francisco Munoz' Baja Airlines—
spots which may be reached by anyone
who accepts the challege of back-country
travel.
This is a book that will make you want
to go out and adventure a bit on your
own. Gardner has blazed a trail for you,
introduced you to trustworthy people you
are bound to meet, and has given you a
broad hint about what to expect. The
next move is up to you! Baja is much too
wonderful to remain unexploited for
long. Readers who do not learn all they
can about it and make the trip now will
regret it later.
This reviewer was along on several of
the expeditions included in the book
and wrote articles about them for DESERT Magazine. It is truly remarkable
that Gardner could have written these
368 pages and hardy repeated an incident
covered in the DESERT stories. Hardcover, profusely illustrated, $8.95. C.P.

THE BUTTERFIELD
OVERLAND MAIL
By Waterman L. Ormsby
Edited by Lyle Wright and
Josephine Bynum
Written by a New York newspaper reporter who was the only through passenger on the first westbound Butterfield
Overland Mail stage from east to west,
the author's account is lively and exciting.
He describes other passengers, the country they passed through, accommodations

and the dangers to which early stage passengers were exposed. Having traveled
from St. Louis to San Francisco, they
arrived at their destination an hour ahead
of contract time—23 days and 23y2 hours,
a feat never before equalled in overland
travel. Their average speed, including
detentions, stoppages, changing horses,
meals, etc., was a fraction over five miles
per hour.
The Butterfield Stage passed through
Tucson, Arizona to Fort Yuma, where it
crossed the Colorado River into California, and hence to Fort Tejon via Los
Angeles and on to San Francisco. The
author tells about the devastating sights
they saw while crossing the desert between Yuma and the Vallecito stage stop
along the immigrant trail.
This is not a new book. Its fifth printing was issued in 1962, but it is a worthwhile book for collectors of early Western Americana and one many readers may
have missed on publication. Hardcover,
177 pages, $4.50.

THE LIFE OF THE DESERT
By Ann and Myron Sutton
Published in cooperation with the
World Book Encyclopedia, this beautifully
illustrated volume covers life on the desert from four different aspects—daytime
and nocturnal activities of typical desert
creatures, perennial problems of water and
the ingenious methods used by animals to
obtain it, survival problems and how animals and plants solve them, and the differences and similarities among major
North American desert regions. In addition, the appendices give a guide to
National Parks and Monuments on American deserts and special features on endangered species of lizards and poisonous desert animals. As a reference, the
book gives once-over-lightly coverage with
a slick format. Profound desert aficionados might consider it somewhat shallow
—resembling a glorified park department
brochure with warmed over photos they
have seen before—but it is still one of
the most attractive books to be produced
on nature in the desert from a broad
point of view. Hard cover, full color, 231
pages, $4.95.

Are hunters for the elusive treasure of this old Jesuit Mission
in Baja jinxed, or were the obstacles that the author
and his companions encountered merely coincidence?

The Mystery of Santa Maria
by Morlin Childers
T HAS BEEN said that
$3000 in gold was found
at the turn of the century by a Mexican goat
herder who slept in the
shadows of the old Santa
Maria Mission ruins. As the sun rose,
its rays shone on a partially exposed
earthen pot. Upon excavating the pot,
the goat herder discovered it was filled
with the yellow metal. Since that time,
treasure hunters have prodded and dug
without discretion. Greed for buried
gold or valuables, supposedly hidden
when the Spanish Government abruptly
evicted the Black Robes in 1769, has
destroyed forever portions of structures
which documented the work of this religious order.
Santa Maria was only partially completed at the time the Jesuits were ordered to Spain and many have supposed
this to be the most logical mission in
which to search for items the fathers
wished to secret. Possibly the Black
Robes anticipated that a change in policy
might occur so they could return to their
dedicated work and recover valuable
articles left buried for safekeeping, but
nothing of substance has been reported
yet by treasure finders.
Ruins of a storage and warehouse for
freight bound for Santa Maria still bake
under the Baja California sun on the
west side of San Luis Gonzaga Bay,
separated from the mission by 35 miles
of rugged mountain inland trails.
We were camped at Gonzaga Bay one
late summer evening several years ago
when a stranger stopped by our camp.
He was worried. Three of his friends
had taken off early in the day on trail
bikes and were long overdue. We decided
that nothing could be done to aid the
missing men at this later hour, but if by
morning they had not returned every
effort would be made to locate and give
them whatever help they might need.
Our decision to wait had been a wise

The remaining ruins of the Santa Maria de los Angeles Mission.
one, for when we awakened and saw their
motor bikes, we knew they had returned.
Curious to learn what had delayed them,
we joined them around the coffee pot on
their fire and listened to an intriguing
story. They had reached the Santa Maria
Mission. Inside its front door and midway
between its roofless side walls there was
a hole some earlier visitor had dug. The
hole was a couple of feet square and
about 14 inches deep. When they put a
metal detector into it, the indicator needle
traveled completely across the face of
the instrument and the ear phones buzzed
emphatically, both indications of the presence of metal. Unaware of the passing
time, they spent the remainder of the day
attempting to deepen the hole, but their
tools were inadequate for moving the
compact earth.
Armed with a shovel and the blessings
of the "tale tellers," my companions and
I departed that same morning—destination, Santa Maria de Los Angeles Mission; objective, to excavate and salvage
the metallic substance indicated by the
metal finder.
It is a difficult climb from the desert
floor up the boulder-filled canyon. Water

that roared between the steep canyon walls
during infrequent storms had worn
smooth the granite lining of the canyon
floor and there were few places to ascend
the precipitous cliffs. We cooled off in
some of the water-filled depressions,
sometimes forcibly when passage was precluded to swimming. After crossing one
water-filled sump, we found it necessary
to shinnie up a cirio log to gain access
to the upper canyon floor, 25 feet above
our heads. Both the log and rocks were
slippery, making it a dangerous climb.
As the sun bore down, the canyon
widened and the sumit of the mountain
was visible. According to our informants, this was the clue that designated the
location of this most inaccessible of all
Baja missions. Lying mid-way between
the Gulf of California to the east and
the Pacific Ocean to the west, from either
direction the access is formidable.
While making our way up the canyon,
we noted several white crosses etched on
prominent boulders with arrows pointing
in the direction of the mission. With
each succeeding cross, the markers became
larger. At last, directly in our path, was
scrawled "MIS" and an arrow pointed
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